Monday, February 6, 2006

3:00 p.m. **THESIS DEFENSE**, Yoosuk Kim, Political Science, "Indian Electoral Politics and the Rise of the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP)," Major Professor Dale Smith, 569 BEL.

Tuesday, February 7, 2006


Wednesday, February 8, 2006

10:15 a.m. **MATHEMATICS EDUCATION RESEARCH PRESENTATION**, Kathleen M. Clark, University of Maryland, College Park, "Investigating Teachers' Experiences with Logarithms: The Impact of Professional Development and Background Variables on Teachers' Efforts to Incorporate an Historical Perspective," 301 MCH.

2:00 p.m. **DISSERTATION DEFENSE**, Dan Belc, Electrical and Computer Engineering, "Optimal Hybrid Wavelet Fileter for Medical Image Compression," Major Professor Simon Foo, 226J COE.

Thursday, February 9, 2006

3:30 p.m. **SCIENCE EDUCATION COLLOQUIUM**, Meg Blanchard, FSU Middle and Secondary Education, "Assimilation or Transformation? An Analysis of Change in Ten Secondary Science Teachers Following an Inquiry-Based RET (Research Experiences for Teachers)," 423 MCH.

Friday, February 10, 2006

12:00 p.m. **THESIS DEFENSE**, Susan Perlman, International Affairs, "Shock Therapy: The United States' Anti-Communist Psychological Campaign in Fourth Republic France," Major Professor Max Paul Friedman, 105B BEL.

2:00 p.m. **INFORMATION RESEARCH COLLOQUIUM**, Dr. Jenice Rankins, FSU Nutrition, Food and Exercise Science, "The Nutrition Neighborhood Website," 006A LSB.

**NOTICES FOR THE WEEK OF FEBRUARY 13 – FEBRUARY 19, 2006 SHOULD BE RETURNED TO DANA ZAPATA, GRADUATE STUDIES, 408 WESTCOTT BUILDING BY 4:00 P.M. FEBRUARY 8, 2006. PLEASE EMAIL DZAPATA@FSU.EDU FOR INQUIRIES OR LATE NOTIFICATIONS.**